Fundamental economic, social and
environmental transformations are
currently underway.
Our ambition is to enable members
of the civil society, individuals and
organisations, to become leaders of
the upcoming changes. We believe
the future of the world lies within our
hands.
This is why we created ENGAGE: to
give you the chance to develop your
vision and your ability to lead positive
change in society.

www.engage.world
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itizens and organisations feel the need
to engage and take part in current
transformations. ENGAGE University is a
learning institution dedicated to societal
transformations.
Its mission is to enlighten and put into action those
who wish to lead or take part in initiatives that make
sense for society. We want to shape tomorrow’s
positive leaders.
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> To better understand and apprehend the challenges
of the 21st century – environment, governance, digital,
ethics – and replace Common Good at the center of
its professional life.
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> To develop two major soft skills in a world in
transition – collective intelligence, positive
communication and leadership, creativity, rhetoric.
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EXPLORATION | 1 day • 2 days
> To master two essential skills in a constant evolving
workplace – collective intelligence and creativity.
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> Training courses tailored to your needs: we design
programmes adapted to your objectives and help you
create or enrich your corporate university.

PEDAGOGICAL PRINCIPLES
Truth journey
Build your own enlightened opinion thanks to
experts and professionals, and participate in
designing solutions.
Knowledge become action
Experiment and acquire knowledge and tools
you will be able to apply in your professional life.

ENGAGE gives me the opportunity to exch
different experiences and enrich myself fro
knowledge fields .
Valérie Lombard • Senior Director Develop
and Outreach • Human Rights Watch

Interdisciplinarity
Confront different opinions to answer complex
contemporary challenges.

contact@engage.world • +33 (0)1 84 25 52 50
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NGAGE Action Hub is a citizen action
platform
that
gathers
individuals,
institutions, organisations, associations
and media to contribute to the collective
resolution of the 21st century’s challenges.

It allows each and everyone to initiate or take part in
positive initiatives, thanks to its knowledge, skills and
network.

PROJECTS INITIATED BY ENGAGE
ENGAGE With Refugees
Mentoring programme designed to facilitate
social and professional inclusion of refugees, and
to change our perception of their situation.
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Visionary
Social awareness-raising tool and engagement
media.

PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY ENGAGE
Entourage
Civic network for an efficient and fraternal
support to homeless people.
LedByHER
Association aiming at the rehabilitation of
women victims of violences, thanks to
entrepreneurship.

OUR TOOLS AND MEANS OF ACTION
ENGAGE Camps
Collective intelligence and action sessions,
dedicated to impactful projects, to engage the
support of the community.
ENGAGE Platform
The plateform gathers the community activity
around its challenges, expand knowledge and
facilitate collective action.
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ENGAGE enables teams to tackle issues, which are
fundamental for them and for their organisations.
Pierre-Etienne Franc • Vice President,
Hydrogen Initiative, Air Liquide Group

www.engage.world

THE COMMUNITY
Taking part in ENGAGE means integrating and connecting to an
international and interdisciplinary community, to learn and collaborate
with its 5 000 members.

THE SPEAKERS
Our 120 speakers, members of the ENGAGE network, form a community of
specialists, thinkers and doers, leading experts, who share common values. This
community brings together researchers, academics, social
entrepreneurs, leaders in NGOs and associations, philosophers and writers,
corporate leaders, artists and innovators. Among them :
Gilles BABINET

Digital expert

Humanist technology

Charleyne BIONDI

Columbia University

Digital ethics

Loïc BLONDIAUX

La Sorbonne

Governance

Thomas D’ANSEMBOURG

Psychotherapist

Positive communication

Maxime DE ROSTOLAN

Fermes d’Avenir

Permaculture

Geneviève FERONE

Prophil, Casabee

Organisations’ ethics

Pierre-Etienne FRANC

Air Liquide Group

Positive leadership

Jean-Gabriel GANASCIA

Jussieu University

Artificial intelligence

François GEMENNE

Sciences Po

Environment

Guy-Philippe GOLDSTEIN

Economic War School

Digital transformation

Pierre-Henri GOUYON

AgroParisTech, ENS

Biodiversity

Chloé GRABLI

Mensch Collective

Collective intelligence

Karine JACQUEMART

Foodwatch France

Organisations’ ethics

Florence JANY-CATRICE

Lille University

Economy and impact

Thomas LANDRAIN

Just One Giant Lab

Collaborative sciences

Naziha MESTAOUI

1 Heart 1 Tree

New consciences

Cécile MONTEIL

Paediatrician

Connected health

Francis PISANI

Le Monde

Smart Cities

Virginie RAISSON

Lépac

Prospective

Naomi ROTH

Virtuality for Reality

Virtual Reality

OUR PARTNERS

ENGAGE TEAM

L’ADN • LE MONDE • SOCIALTER •
CIVICTECH • SINGA • LITA.CO
• FNH • LA RUCHE • ART DE VIVRE •
THECAMP • SDS • IFM • CHANGE.ORG
• LEPAC • COG’INNOV

Created in 2015 by Jérôme Cohen, ENGAGE
has developed around a diverse community
and a network of speakers who share the
same desire for change. We are a young
team and we all share a passion for societal
transformation.

ENGAGE University is a professional training organisation registered under the number 11755593575 with the
Prefect of the Ile-de-France region. This number does not however constitute an official state accreditation.

